Abstract: Recent advances in studies of 3D-organization of surfaces microgeometry are presented. Methods of surface roughness measuring are considered during comparing their resolution. Specification of rough surface by 2D and 3D feature sets is demonstrated. Significance of lateral organization of roughness for solving tribological problems is shown.
INTRODUCTION
Existence of irregularities influences on such phenomena as adhesion, contact rigidity, and abrasion that are very of significant for tribosystems operation [1, 2] . Conception of wear is related to the analysis of initial state of surface and its change on service life consequently. Any friction and wear models should take into account roughness criteria.
Established understanding of roughness is centred around profile parameters but this approach is insufficient for current developments in tribology. Implementation of 3D roughness parameters has not made a difference. However, introduction of new concept of surface characterization by features of asperities lateral organization change the situation. Being described as texture, it has explained the presence of specific surface geometry organization. The compare of the advances in surface analysis from statistical parameters of profile to nondimensional and dimension invariable description of texture is reviewed below.
TRADITIONAL SURFACE MEASUREMENT AND DESCRIPTION
It is required to describe the surface define a representative feature sets and implement the corresponded method of their measurements. The method of measurements of roughness heights are proved to be of great importance in this procedure. Researchers and engineers use a number of measuring technique. Stylus methods are still widely used in the industry for specification of surface quality and control technology process. Methods based on optical instruments became a basis for measurements of new 3D parameters and rapidly developed due to the progress in image processing and laser technology. Atomic-force microscopy also has found useful in measurement of nanodimension roughness. Comparison of measuring technique of roughness and their resolution are presented on Fig. 1 .
Initially all the surface parameters used in tribology were borrowed from industrial standards and were determined on the basis of surface profile data. But in spite of simplicity of interpretation and clear geometrical meaning of such parameters, they have rather weak connection with functional properties of surfaces, because the industrial parameters were developed for the standardization and control of surface quality. For this reason a lot of new surface parameters were introduced.
It was found later that there is no single parameter or a set of them defined on the profile or on the map of surface heights which have the direct connection to the functional property (Table 1) . It is also impossible to classify the type of worn surfaces by these features and construct prognostic model for 67 prediction of functional properties. With such parameters the relationship of the asperities position is generally ignored, i.e., the spatial relation of them is not considered. The Fig. 2 shows the images of surfaces having different geometrical structure and Table 2 presents the results of surface parameters calculations based on profile measurements. Obviously, in spite of the difference between the images of the studied objects practically all the quantitative roughness features cannot be distinguished. So, it is difficult to distinguish the difference of these surfaces. It seems necessary to have the possibility of the surface differentiating as objects having topological properties. For this aim in tribology and surface metrology were introduced approach which are based on concept of texture [3, 4] . 
CONCEPT OF SURFACE TEXTURE
It is agreed that term of texture defines the spatial relation of surface irregularities [5, 6] . At the short distances these relations govern the shape of asperities and at the long one characterize their mutual location relating each other. Basically, the concept of texture combines the notions of treatment and irregularity directions. It could be described by several adjectives representative of the shape and spatial relation of asperities, such as the linear, random, spherical, spherical radial, etc.
At present different approaches for the texture description formalized by the following concepts: and qualitative and feature based approaches, scale invariant representations, and surface visual appearance parameterization.
Qualitative approaches are based on the expert visual estimating of the dissimilarity of the analysed surface and the reference sample. These methods are simple and it is sufficient to have a set of corresponded references samples and an optical microscope for their realization. To overcome subjective estimates it is possible to use the consensus of the experts [7] .
Feature based methods use the set of parameters describing surface irregularities geometrical properties, or colour and brightness of analysed surface images. These methods are the basis of current standards in the field of surface metrology and image recognition in industrial applications.
Invariant representation uses the special descriptors of surface which are independent of theirs scale and position in the field of view. The most known of such approaches is based on the using spectral properties evaluated by Fourier, Hadamar or Walsh transforms of surface heights [8] . Last achievements in the theory of short-waive orthogonal decomposition and fractals are used in methods of invariant transforms and compression of surface images and maps of heights [9, 10] .
Surface visual appearance parameterization is based on the methods of image visual content extraction. A lot of corresponded approaches were developed in the area of image processing and understanding. One of the methods is based on the theory of second order probabilities and representation of surface image visual contents by table of co-occurrence of surface geometrical features [4] .
In the frame of this approach surface area divided on set of structural elements each of them is characterized by gradient vector N (Fig. 3 a) . The mutual position of structural elements is described by the distance ρ between them and difference in their gradient vectors azimuth orientation α. These parameters are used as indexes of co-occurrence matrix each element of which are number of corresponded pairs of structured elements found in the analyzed image. The matrix can be treated as compact representation of surface image. This representation is independed of surface scale and its position in the field of view. These properties allow us to realize non-parametric comparison of surfaces visual similarity or dissimilarity by subtraction of corresponded matrices and applying reverse transform to view of their differences [11] [12] [13] . Fig. 4 shows the results of the solutions of this problem. The advantage of the visual appearance parameterization approach consists of the possibility solve the problems of representative description and classification rough surfaces without construction and investigation feature sets. Each element of the matrix co-occurrence can be used as independent parameter. The possibility visualization difference of two surfaces allows selecting classification set of such parameters. But until now there is a problem with using such parameters in the theoretical problems. The progress in this direction results to define optimal textures for different operation conditions and making them by laser or patterning methods with rigid asperities [14] [15] [16] .
CONCLUSIONS
Development of tribology has formulated a number of tasks in the area of surface geometry characterization from the point of view of optimal tribosystem design. The progress in measurement tools and methodology has brought not only the massive data on surface morphology but the necessity to understand the key factors in surface characterization and use these factors in relation to friction and wear mechanisms with further predictive design of the optimal tribosystem.
Concept of texture has brought the three dimensional presentation of the real surface morphology. While using the methodology of the image analysis and co-occurrence matrices it gives the opportunity to get the invariant presentation of surfaces for contact problems of tribology. Moreover, it makes possible to modify the surface engineering technology for manufacturing the optimal surfaces of tribosystems.
Rapid development of 3D printing which is based on numerical data files gives another impulse to improve our knowledge in surface characterization, analysis of data and predictive design of surfaces optimal in practice. Still very important is the simulation of surface texture degradation in friction and wear. This problem needs the intensive efforts of tribologists to be solved.
Nowadays, the technological progress in 3D printing makes possible the realization of many types of textural patterns. These technological advances can bring a variety of efficient applications which may be used in many areas of tribology.
